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1 Introduction

With rapid growth of networking and cloud techniques, millions of sensors and actuators are
seamlessly embedded within the daily life environments and connected by networks. These
embedded components collect trillions data every day and perform million feedback to the en-
vironments and thus requires huge amount of decision making every second. Therefore, many
researches focus on building certain applications totally managed and reacted automatically
based on the collected data. And as the key recipe of such applications, it is significantly
worthy to design software engineering systems as a supervisor to manage the cooperation
between sensors and actuators. Lights is one of the most commonly seen control target in
our daily life, people use lights to illuminate environments, as well as deliver information.
In this project, I will focus implementing a mini-demo of such cycle, targeting on this very
simple scenario in our daily life.

In this project, I will implement a comprehensive cycle of server based lighting control system
triggered gesture recognition components. The light will be the actuator, gesture recognizer
will be the sensor, and smart environment manager will be the super-component managing
the lights based on data collected from gesture recognizer. All these components will be
connected and communicated by SIS server. In this example I will discuss the essential
design of the system.

2 System Design

a Overview

The multi-media software system I built in this project is a server-based distributed system.
In the current design, it has three essential components: sensor, manager and actuator. The
sensor component will be implemented with gesture recognition units, the actuator will be
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implemented with colored graphics on screen for current design as mobile/tablet/computer
screen is the most active interfaces with human. The manager, is the controller software
responsible for making decision to switch light based on gesture signal from gesture recogni-
tion units. All the three components are distributed and connected by SIS Server. The basic
framework is shown as figure 1.

Figure 1: Framework of the project design

b Components

This part covers a quick preview of each components of the system.

• Gesture recognizer. The gesture recognizer will be implemented by Xbox Kinect
Gesture Recognition unit, which is trainable and programmable.

• Light manager. The essential light manager will be implemented by decision tree,
accepting information from SIS Server, and sending back decision to SIS server. In
the MS2 as an extension, I might use statistical machine learning algorithms such as
multi-label logistic regression for decision making in the final version.

• Light Screen. I will use a light screen on mobile/tablet/web as an actuator for
essential functionality testing. I might update it to graphic showing in the final version.
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